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Abstract – Production of sentences with proper English grammar and content is certainly 

related to the generation of complex syntactic structures and science content (Francis, 

Gelman, & Romo, 2002). The present study generally aimed at investigating the 

effectiveness of syntactic priming of full and reduced relative clauses as the complex 

structures on intermediate Iranian EFL learners’ use of these structures in their writing. To 

this end, 71 intermediate students took part in this study that were chosen from ILI institute 

in Tehran. In order to explore this study, the candidates were screened through PET to have 

homogeneous subjects that among them only 60 participants into three groups, two 

experimental and one control groups, were selected to take part in this study. Each 

experimental group was provided with a 6-session treatment. Finally, the results of this 

study indicated that there is a significant difference between the average performance of 

experimental groups and control one. In addition, participants produced more full relative 

clauses than reduced relative clauses. Thus, it was revealed that students generally are more 

intended to use full relative clauses than reduced ones in their writings.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In a global village in which communication is ruling the relations, writing and correspondence 

are considered as the two indispensable factors. Measuring writing quality in first and second 

language has been investigated over fifty years and different categories have been described for 

writing assessment. Some researchers like Flahive and Snow (1980), Homburg (1984), Larsen-

Freeman (1978), have looked into more objective ways to assess the quality of writing. In their 

belief, writing quality is evaluated by considering syntactic complexity, or advanced grammar 

used in a text (cited in Kyle, 2011). 

Therefore, how to best achieve accurate and complex syntactic structure in a foreign 

language, particularly in writing, has been a momentous issue for researchers, teachers, and 

learners around the world. From this point of view, it is claimed that the generation of sentences 

with accurate English grammar and science content is definitely correlated with generating 

complex syntactic structures and more intricate science content (Francis, Gelman & Romo, 

2002). 

In this regard, researchers and teachers investigate the ways which enable language 

learners to apply more complex syntactic structures particularly in their writings. To accomplish 

this goal, many procedures have been tested and applied but this study investigated the effect 
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of syntactic priming which is assumed to facilitate the production of particular syntactic 

structure like a relative clause. 

 

1.1. Syntactic Priming 

According to Bock (1986), syntactic priming refers to the phenomenon in which a speaker is 

more likely to reproduce a syntactic structure that was recently heard or encountered, however 

there is an acceptable alternative; for instance, when the participants have a choice between 

active and passive structure (Bock & Griffin, 2000), the choice between prepositional-object 

and double object (Chang, Dell, Bock, & Griffin, 2000), and optional complementizer 

production (Ferreira, 2003). 

McDonough (2006) investigated which structures most benefit from priming and which 

one less. They found that more complex structures take the advantage of priming in the L2, and 

that priming might facilitate the acquisition of L2 (cited in Gass, 2013, p. 271). 

 

1.2. Priming of Relative Clauses 

McDonough & Trofimovich (2009, p.124 cited in Scheepers, 2003) who classified produced 

sentences which included target relative clause as correct and sentences which did not supply 

the target form as other. Target relative clauses were categorized based on the position of 

relative pronoun in the subject or object position. The result of the study indicates that the 

participants produce the prime structure after being exposed to one. 

To sum up, as Bormuth’s (1966) study showed, there is a high correlation between length 

and clause complexity and this indicates that the process of  long sentences with subordinate 

clauses are much harder than short and un-complex sentences (cited in Davison ,1980, p.5). 

Therefore, finding a proper and simple way to internalize complex structures, like relative 

clauses, can help language learners to process and learn these structures much easier. 

It appears that not many researches have been done generally in the field of syntactic 

priming of relative clauses and particularly investigating its effect in writing up to now. 

The present study is, therefore, an attempt to investigate the impact of syntactic priming 

on learners’ use of full/reduced relative clauses in their writings. More specifically, the present 

study addresses the following research questions: 

 

1.3. Research Questions 

Q1. Does priming of relative clauses in L2 increase the probability of subsequently generating 

these structures in L2 writing skill? 

Q2. Do the participants show the same tendency to the use both full and reduced relative clauses 

following exposure to those structures? 

 

1.4. Research Hypotheses 

H0.1. Priming of relative clauses in L2 does not increase the probability of subsequently 

generating these structures in L2 writing skill. 
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H0.2. Participants do not show the same tendency to use both full and reduced relative clauses 

following exposure to those structures. 

 

2. METHOD 

2.1. Participants  

The participants of the study were 60 homogeneous intermediate Iranian female EFL learners 

aged 18 to 35 who were selected out of convenience sampling out of an original sample of 71 

from an institute in Tehran. 

 

2.2. Instrumentation and Validation 

Four instruments were employed to gather the intended data: (1) Preliminary English Test 

(PET) was given. (2) A descriptive topic as a pretest. (3) 6 researcher-modified readings with 

the same level of text difficulty including two types of relative clauses (full & reduced) were 

employed to gather intended data in experimental groups. (4) A descriptive topic as an 

achievement test (i.e., posttest). 

 

2.3. Procedure 

The entire study was carried out over a 6-week period. At the outset of the experiment, the 

learners’ scores on the PET were collected. After obtaining the scores, participants were 

grouped into 3 groups (two experimental and one control) in order to conduct the study. 

Initially, in order to hide the object of the experiment, the researcher stated that she is 

interested in the sorts of sentences that participants will generate to describe a topic. Admittedly, 

a pretest, including a descriptive topic asking the participants to write about it, was administered 

to all groups before starting the treatment. During the course, relative clauses both full and 

reduced were taught by the instructors. After teaching relative clauses completely, the treatment 

was started by distributing two sets of short researcher modified readings; one including full 

relative clauses and the other reduced ones. The participants were supposed to write at least 10 

lines about the descriptive topic which followed each reading. Participants were given enough 

time as they were asked to write at home. All the procedure was simultaneously performed by 

the control group, with the exception that they were not given a reading. After a six-week 

treatment, all groups received another descriptive topic as a posttest to measure their progress 

and disparate behavior achievement.  

 

2.4. Reliability and Validity Indices 

The KR-21 reliability index for the PET was .94. Moreover, since in pretest and posttest just a 

descriptive topic was given to the participants to write, neither reliability nor validity could be 

calculated. Therefore, the reliability indices for readings due to the fact that these readings were 

taken from a reliable source, were not computed. The validity of the PET test was confirmed 

by a number of teachers as well. 
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3. RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS 

The researchers employed parametric statistical analyses. So, mainly Chi square, Freidman 

Test, and ANOVA were run. 

 

3.1. PET General Language Proficiency Test 

The parametric one-way ANOVA was run to compare the full and reduced relative clause and 

control groups’ means on the PET in order to prove that they enjoyed the same level of general 

language proficiency prior to the main study. The assumption of homogeneity of variances was 

met (Levene’s F =.137, P > .05). The descriptive statistics for the three groups on the PET test 

are as follows: the full relative clause (M = 78.50, SD = 3.3482), reduced relative clause (M = 

78.75, SD = 3.1098), and control (M = 79.00, SD = 3.5689) groups showed almost the same 

means on the PET. 

Based on the results presented in Table 1 (F=.112, P>.05), it can be concluded that there 

were not significant differences among the means of the three groups on the PET. Thus, it can 

be claimed that they were homogeneous in terms of their general language proficiency prior to 

the main study, too. 

 

Table 1: One way ANOVA, PET by Groups 

 Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean 

Square 

F Sig. 

Between groups 

Within groups 

Total 

2.500 

638.750 

641.250 

2 

57 

59 

1.250 

11.206 

.112 .895 

 

 

Figure 1: PET by Groups 
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3.2. Pretest of Writing 

A chi-square was also run to compare three groups’ frequency of using both relative clauses on 

the pretest of writing in order to prove that they enjoyed the same level of writing ability in 

order to produce relative clauses. Based on the results, the number of produced target structures 

in each group (full=4, reduced=2, and control=4) does not show significant differences among 

the three groups on the pretest of writing. Since the amount of p-value (0.619) is more than .05, 

it can be claimed that they were homogeneous in terms of their relative clauses’ production 

prior to the main study. 

 

3.3. Investigation of the Research Questions 

A: A p-value based on chi square test was computed to probe the research questions posed in 

this study. The number of produced target structures in each group (Full=14, Reduced=11, and 

Control=5) on the posttest of writing and the also the small number of participants in groups 

and p=0.471 which is more than .05, it can be concluded that there were not significant 

differences among the chi square of the three groups on the posttests of writing. 

 

Table 2: Friedman Test, Pretest and Posttest 

 Control Full relatives Reduced relatives 

Pretest 4 4 2 

Posttest 5 14 11 

P-value 0.564 0.003 0.020 

      

     In Table 2, p-value (comparing pretests and posttests of all three groups) was calculated 

based on Friedman test and p-value <0.05 indicates strong evidence against the null hypothesis. 

As the smaller p-value, the more effective performance of participants, it can be claimed that 

the first null-hypothesis as the priming of relative clauses in L2 does not increase the probability 

of subsequently generating these structures in L2 writing skill was rejected. 

 

 

Figure 2: Pretest and Posttest of Writings by Groups 
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The results displayed in Table 3 show the performance of participants in producing 

relative clauses during six sessions. The number of produced target structures in each session 

shows an increase in the amount of produced target structure as the sessions progress to the end. 

The data in this table is compared through p-value based on chi square test. In some sessions 

like session 2 and 6 the amount of p-value shows a significant difference among groups, but 

after session 4 this improvement was balanced and showed an increase in the amount of 

producing target structures. In session 6, the amount of p-value is the least and shows the 

effectiveness of priming. This amount in session 2 cannot be confirmed because the amount of 

p-value one session before and after of it is not balanced. Hence, it can be claimed that in order 

to see the effectiveness of priming, at least three sessions are needed. 

 

Table 3: Production of Target Structures during 6 Sessions 

 
Group 

P- Value 
Control         Full Reduced 

Session1    2     6      3       0.235 

Session2    0     7      2       0.006 

Session3    2     5      4       0.459 

Session4    3    11     6       0.147 

Session5    2     8      9       0.036 

Session6    1     9      3       0.006 

Total   10   46     27  

       

B: According to the total number of produced target structures in each group, it can be 

claimed that the second null hypothesis as participants do not show the same tendency to use 

both full and reduced relative clauses following exposure to those structures the data was not 

rejected. This means that EFL learners show more tendency to full relative clause than reduced 

one.  

 

Figure 3: Participants’ Performance in Six Sessions, Pretest and Posttest 
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The present study explored the impact of syntactic priming on intermediate Iranian EFL 

learners’ overall tendency to use full/reduced relative clauses in writing skill. Based on the 

results obtained in Table 4.2 (F=.137, p>.05), the means of the three groups on the PET were 

almost the same. So, the results indicated that three groups were homogenous in terms of their 

general language proficiency. Additionally, based on the frequency of using relative clauses in 

three groups it can be concluded that they were homogeneous in terms of their relative clauses’ 

production. Then, posttest scores were analyzed to investigate the effect of syntactic priming 

of both full and reduced relative clauses on the performance of the EFL learners after six 

sessions. The data obtained in Table 3 showed that there were significant differences among 

the number of producing full and reduced relative clauses. Therefore, based on the data obtained 

from this study, it can be claimed that in developing EFL learners’ use of relative clauses, 

syntactic priming of these structures can have an effective influence. 

By the same token, many researchers like Branigan et al. (1995), Branigan, Pickering, 

and Cleland (1999), Bock and Griffin (2000) and Pickering and Garrod (2004) supported the 

claim that when learners are exposed to language forms including repetition at multiple levels 

of language like phonology, lexis, and structure, the generation of target patterns might be 

facilitated. Moreover, the results of Bock and Griffin’s (2000) study showed the proportions of 

produced target structures preceded by a prime to those structure sentences preceded by an 

unprimed. The results revealed a significant effect of priming. 

Additionally, Cleland and Pickering’ investigations (2003) demonstrated that 31% of 

descriptions used a relative-clause construction following a relative-clause prime and without 

this priming the use of relative structures was very rare. Accordingly, the findings of the present 

study are in line with the findings by McDonough (2006) who proposed that complex structures 

most benefit from priming in L2, and this would facilitate the acquisition of these structures 

(cited in Gass, 2013, p. 271). 

Furthermore, the investigation of second null hypothesis revealed that there was a 

significant difference between the amount of produced full and reduced relative clauses during 

all six sessions (Full= 46 and Reduced= 27). So, it can be concluded that full relative clause 

group outperformed the reduced relative clause group. The results proved that the participants 

show more tendency to produce full relative clauses than reduced ones in their writing tasks. 

With regard to McDonough (2006), this proposes that the effectiveness of syntactic priming 

may be affected by the degree of participants’ knowledge of the target forms (cited in 

Trofimovich, McDonough, & Neumann, 2013, p. 183). Since, reduced relative clauses which 

were targeted in this study may have been more difficult to recognize to the participants than 

full relative clauses. As a result, they produced more full relative clauses in their writings. 

Furthermore, Kidd (2011) found that object relative clause primes in comparison to subject 

relative clause primes had a greater priming effect. 

In a nut shell, three groups were chosen first to explore whether exposure to prime 

structures facilitate the subsequent use of target structures in language production or not, and 

then to identify the structure to which language learners show more tendency. Henceforth, 

through rejecting null hypothesis H01, the study revealed that syntactic priming of both full and 

reduced relative clauses has a significant effect on the learners’ tendency to use these structures 

in their writing. On the other hand, by supporting the null hypothesis H02, the researcher was 

able to find a significant difference between learners’ use of these structure in their writing. In 
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fact, the findings show that in terms of participants’ baseline production, intermediate Iranian 

EFL learners produced more full relative clauses than reduced relative clauses. 
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